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Summary
I am a software engineer, creative technologist, researcher and educator with passion
for complexity, networked systems, arts, social innovation and community
development. I have an interdisciplinary background: digital technology, arts and
cognitive science. I was always interested in coding and being very hands on and
making, creating platforms and establishing collaborations. I have also always been
driven by curiosity and my capacity to see the whole and its parts. I have learned to
move fast and efficiently from large scale problems, such as networks to the
specificities of software implementation. I have lots of collaborative experience
envisioning, engineering, coordinating  and passion for deploying cutting edge
international projects intersecting software, culture and people. I am fascinated by the
possibilities of the blockchain for financial inclusion and social innovation. I am a
Kernel5 fellow and  a Near Protocol Creatives Guild Leader. I am  the founder of
MotionDAO.

Skills
Full-stack Web Development
React js,  React Native, Next.js, GraphQL, HTML, CSS, Java Script, NodeJS,  Express,
DOM, MongoDB, Mongoose, Python, Django.
Interactive Multimedia
MaxMSPJitter, Processing
Community development, facilitation and team-building
Design Thinking, Open Space technology  Embodied Awareness and practice oriented
pedagogies.Online Collaboration and knowledge-co-creation. Mindfulness Meditation.
Languages
English and Spanish

Projects
Futures-thinking.io
An app that invites you to think and envision futures and increase the
possibilities of innovation and responsible progress.
CryptoMondrian
A desktop app that displays the top 10 cryptocurrencies names and prices in
dollars using design inspired by the work of Piet Mondrian.
Hai-QR
A Haiku and QR-code Generator
LoveThyCrypto
A personal cryptocurrency data tracker
Music Player
Web app for music sharing using YouTube and SoundCloud. Files are added
to the shared list and the user can create a personal cue.

Education
Software Engineering Immersive at General Assembly Fall 2021
Master in Dance and New media The Ohio State University 2004
Embodyoga 200 Hours Teacher Certification, 2019
Vipassana Meditation Teacher Spirit Rock Meditation Center. 2017

+1.617.530.0661

Awards
Kernel Block5 International
Fellowship 2022 (WEB3)
Hombroich Fellowship 2018
(Germany)

Experience
General Assembly Fellow
September - December 2021
Full-time, 3-month software
engineering immersive building unique
class projects and personal projects
based on real-world full-stack
applications.
Social Media Strategy Specialist and
consultant - 2012 to present
Consulting and researcher on the
impact of new internet technologies
for knowledge distribution,
collaboration and education at the
HZT-Berlin (Germany), Gilles Jobin
Company (Switzerland), Hellerau
European  Cultural Centrum
(Germany), ICKAmsterdam (The
Netherlands), Live Arts Development
Agency (UK) and DansenHus
(Sweden).
Dance-tech.net and movimiento.org -
2009 to present
Creation, development and curation of
the first global social networks
dedicated to dance and technology in
English and movimiento.org in
Portuguese and Spanish. This project
has encompassed  the production of
more than 400 video interviews and
projects researching cutting edge
technologies such as Augmented
Reality, mobile video streaming,
interactive installations and popup
labs, and many strategic partnerships
with many cultural and educational
centers in North America, Europe,
South America, Middle East and North
Africa.
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